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Abstract
This paper presents an exploratory study of open-palm ges-
tures with five recurring hand orientations and their use by sto-
rytellers speaking different languages, within distinct cultures
– Metropolitan French, American English (US), and Kabyle
Berber (Algeria). With the help of single (CA) and multiple
correspondence analysis (MCA), we show that (a) storytellers
of the three languages do not perform the same recurrent open-
palm gesture orientations and (b) that they do not align their
gestures with the same speech events: the speech prosody ac-
companying those gestures is different depending on the lan-
guage of the storytellers. Overall, the study provides a pre-
liminary picture of the various cultural stances adopted in the
activity of storytelling.
Index Terms: open-palm hand gestures, prosody, Multiple Cor-
relation Analysis (MCA), stance, storytelling, culture.

1. Introduction
Working on ordinary conversations, [1] found that some ges-
tures are performed very frequently and that, contrary to the id-
iosyncratic gesture forms and movement types observed in rep-
resentational gestures, the gestures that have a more pragmatic
function show similarities in form and trajectory. He grouped
them into what he calls ‘gesture families’: the G-family also
called the ‘finger bunch’, the R-family (digits forming a cir-
cle or ‘ring’), the open-hand prone family (palm down) and the
open-hand supine family (palm up). Within each family, ges-
tures acquire different functions depending on the type of move-
ment and trajectory they are performed with, thus forming what
other researchers have called ‘recurrent gestures’ [2] defined by
[3, p. 1559] as “conventionalized to a certain degree, (. . . ) cul-
turally shared” and being “identified clearly within the stream of
manual movements”. The author also adds that “like emblems,
recurrent gestures show a stable form meaning relation and can
be distinguished from ‘singular gestures’ ” (op. cit). Unlike
emblems as they are described in [4, 5, 6], however, those ges-
tures are not autonomous from speech and can’t be given a pre-
cise ‘verbal translation’. Open-hand gestures have been the ob-
ject of several studies, for instance [7] and [8] have worked on
the different functions the PUOH (Palm-Up-Open-Hand) ges-
ture can reveal in contexts of use, while [9, 10] described the
palm-down and palm-away (also called the ‘wall’) gestures in
the context of negation. [11] also gives a precise semiotic anal-
ysis of some of those recurrent gestures and of the pragmatic
functions of various movement types. Apart from a few studies
(e.g. [12]), the gestures were mainly described in the context of
Western culture with a focus on the form-meaning relationship
in context. Although, [10] does mention the performance of the
palm-away gesture in China, his aim is not to point out any cul-
tural difference. So far the gestures have been assumed to be
more or less universal, with local variants in terms of gesture-

speech relationships [12, 10]. And indeed, all gesture forms
are represented in corpora from different cultures or in different
languages. Yet, are the various recurrent gestures used in the
same proportion in different languages?

Investigating this question is the purpose of the present pa-
per which compares open-hand gestures performed with five
different orientations of the palm (palm up, palm down, palm
away, palm on side and palm toward self) in three different lan-
guages , i.e. Metropolitan French, US American English and
Kabyle (Berber). In video recordings of traditional tales told
by six women, we observe both the proportion of each type of
gesture performed by the storytellers, and the way the gestures
are synchronized with speech. The prosodic and gestural obser-
vations lead us to conclude that the differences present in our
corpus reveal a difference in stance-taking toward the activity
of storytelling.

2. Theoretical background on gesture
form-meaning relations

The palm-up open-hand gesture has most often been de-
scribed as a recurrent gesture form “pointing to some object
as if it were being ‘presented’ to the interlocutor as something
that should be looked at or inspected” [1, p. 210]. In [8], it was
noted that the PUOH gesture is used by speakers to add nuance
to their speech through expression of some epistemic stance, i.e.
uncertainty in most contexts.

The palm-on-side gesture has been described for two-
handed gestures by [11, p. 71] in what she calls the ‘vertical
frame configuration’ as metaphorically locating a defined dis-
course object in the physical space before the speaker, thus mak-
ing it possible for the speaker to establish contrasts between dif-
ferent referents in speech. When performed with one hand, the
same gesture rather has a dividing function between discourse
items. The palm-on-side gesture, as well as the palm-up one,
may also have a pointing function when oriented toward the
interlocutor, and in this context, they have the interactive func-
tion described by [13], by which they include the interlocutor
as sharing a viewpoint without having to mention this explicitly
in speech [14].

The palm-away gesture was described by [11, p. 25] as
expressing negation by simulating interruption or repulsion,
avoidance, or retreat, but also p. 169 as a possible refusal to take
responsibility for what is said or heard. [12] add that the gesture
may also highlight topic changes or the insertion of additional
information in speech.

The palm-down gesture is very close to the palm-away
one insofar as it is also linked to negation. The gestures of
the palm-down family “share the semantic theme of stopping
or interrupting a line of action that is in progress. By ‘line of
action’ we mean any project that someone might be engaged
in, whether this involves physical action, communicative action
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(such as saying something), or mental activity, such as pursuing
a train of thought or assuming a certain mental attitude toward
something” [1, pp. 248-249]. When the two gestures are ex-
plicitly linked to some negation in speech, [10] notes that their
synchronization with parts-of-speech indicates the scope of the
grammatical negation (e.g. verb phrase, clause or whole sen-
tence).

To our knowledge, the palm-toward-self gesture has not
been studied in the literature but it can be considered as a de-
ictic gesture [15] through which the speaker directly refers to
him/herself. Finally, gestures also have a demarcative function
according to [11] again, insofar as they align with different idea
units.

3. Data and methods
3.1. Corpus

The corpus used for this study is composed of 6 videos featur-
ing the telling of traditional tales by 6 women: 2 women were
French, 2 were American and 2 were Kabyle (a Berber group
living in Northern Algeria). While the videos in French and
American English were downloaded from the internet1, the two
Kabyle speakers were recorded in Algeria by the second author
in the course of a long-term documentation project started in
1992. The 2 French tales last 10 min and 7 min 58 s respec-
tively, the 2 American ones last 8 min 35 s and 12 min 48 s, and
the Kabyle videos last 13 min 28 s and 9 min 11 s, so that the
total duration of the tales is 1 hour 2 min.

3.2. Data

Each video was transcribed manually in Praat [16] by one of
the two authors. The text was transcribed verbatim for the
videos in French and American English, using the Intonation
Units (IUs) of the British tradition as a segmentation criterion
[17]. We distinguished between minor (/) and major (//)
intonation phrases, minor IUs being uttered with a continuation
F0 contour whereas major ones were uttered with a conclusive
contour. The first Kabyle video had already been transcribed
into the IPA with the same IU segmentation in a previous
project (CorpAfroAs2) and the second video was segmented
and transcribed in the same way as the first one, for the purpose
of this paper. Silent pauses and audible breath intakes were
noted as well. Transcriptions (as well as the annotations
described below) were systematically checked by the other
author and discrepancies in coding were resolved through
discussion.

In the video annotation tool Elan [18], we coded the differ-
ent open-palm gestures in each video with the sound turned off,
counting the palm orientations shown in Figure 1: palm away,
palm down, palm on side, palm toward self and palm up. Ges-
ture annotation was based on form only, without any distinction
of gesture function in speech or movement type. We coded a
total of 812 gestures and Table 1 below gives the detailed num-
ber of each gesture type performed by the speakers of the three
languages as well as the sum per language and type.

1Catherine Zarcate: Le singe et le crocodile, “https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=IcUgBXaHN1U&t=20s”; Muriel Bloch: Le schmat
doudou, “https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dK0p0r7hhBg&t=25s”,
Yvonne Young: The elephant and the blind men, “https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=sAcb8lajT2Q&t=154s”, Rachel Hedman: The
magic ball, “https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GbN1rLHeD84”.

2“http://corpafroas.huma-num.fr”

Figure 1: The five open-hand gestures in our study

Table 1: Number of open-palm gestures for each language

French Kabyle American Sum

palm away 8 78 41 127
palm down 17 91 43 151

palm on side 30 69 99 198
palm toward self 16 8 14 38

palm up 161 66 71 298
Sum 232 312 268 812

To be considered as an open-hand gesture, the speaker’s
hand(s) had to be open either in a tense or in a more relaxed
way. The fingers could be held tight or spread. The gesture
could be static or dynamic, but there had to be at least one stable
image during its stroke for it to be included. Gestures in which
the open-palm was obviously a secondary feature of the perfor-
mance (like opening one hand to count on the fingers with the
other one, or opening hands to clap) were not included. When
the two hands showed a different palm orientation (most of the
time this happened when one hand was held in a position stem-
ming from a previous gesture while the other hand performed
an open-palm), then the active hand determined the palm ori-
entation of the gesture. Lastly, we also coded gesture apices
(points of maximal extension) which served as reference align-
ment points for all the annotations (i.e., determined with which
IU the gestures were synchronized). Other annotations were
also coded in Elan after the speech tier was imported from Praat:

Turn Constructional Units (TCUs): groups of minor IUs
that form a single piece of information as in the following ex-
ample from our corpus: // Long long ago in India / there lived
six blind men //.

Position in TCU: TCUs were divided into 3 temporally
equal segments and we coded gesture apices as occurring either
at the beginning, in the middle or at the end of TCUs irrespec-
tive of the type of IU (minor or major) they co-occurred with.

IU type: we noted whether the IUs preceding, co-occurring
with, or following gesture apices were minor or major ones in
three separate tracks.

Pauses: pause type before the co-occurring IU or after it
were coded as silence, breathing or complex when the two were
combined.

The rest of the annotations were made with Praat and refer-
ence points were gesture apices. These included :

Intonation contour of the IU containing the gesture apex,
as well as the contours of the preceding and following ones.

Pitch reset at the beginning of the IU that co-occurred with
gesture apex or at the beginning of the following IU.

Presence or absence of a focal accent (a marked prosodic
prominence which can have a contrastive or emphatic value,
mostly expressed by extra lengthening of a syllable or syllable
onset and/or higher pitch).
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3.3. Research questions and statistical analysis

The aim of our study was to investigate whether types of open-
palm hand gestures vary across different languages, and how
they align with the prosodic features of the accompanying
speech. In order to answer those questions, we conducted a
simple and a multiple correspondence analysis (CA and MCA,
[19]) with the R statistical software [20] using the packages Fac-
toMineR and factoextra for multivariate analysis. CA is used
to analyze frequencies formed by two categorical data, while
MCA is used to detect and represent underlying patterns in cat-
egorical data with several variables. The interpretation of MCA
is based on the proximity of points on a two-dimensional map
(the closer the points on the graph, the higher the correlations
between the two variable values) and “is part of a family of de-
scriptive methods (e.g., clustering, factor analysis, and principal
component analysis (PCA)) that reveal patterning in complex
datasets” [21].

4. Results
The graph in Figure 2 represents the results of the correspon-
dence analysis between language and use of open-palm hand
gestures. It reveals a strong correspondence between Kabyle
and the use of both palm-away and palm-down gestures, while
the American tellers rather use palm-on-side gestures and the
French use palm-up ones. The palm-toward-self hand orienta-
tion is not significantly used by any cultural group. Although
the French performed more of those, there were few occur-
rences of this gesture type in the whole corpus as shown in Table
1, which makes it stand out from other gestures. The graph also
reveals that Kabyle storytellers’s profile is distant both from the
French, who stand at the opposite side of the 1st dimension, and
from the Americans who also stand on the opposite side of the
2nd dimension, although Kabyle storytellers are closer in their
gesture performance to the Americans (with coordinates rang-
ing from -0.2 for KA to 0.3 for US tellers on dimension 2) than
to the French (with coordinates ranging from -0.4 for KA to
0.75 for FR tellers on dimension 1).
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Figure 2: Biplot of the correspondence analysis between gesture
orientation (in blue) and language (in red)

Figure 3 presents the contributions of the different variables
we coded to the two dimensions of the graph visible in Figure
4. Any variable that does not reach the red dashed line does
not contribute to the dimension (i.e. does not show any corre-
lation with language or hand orientation). “For a given com-
ponent, a variable with a contribution larger than this cutoff
could be considered as important in contributing to the com-
ponent” [19, p. 26]. The variables that account for the highest
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Figure 3: Contributions of variables to dimensions 1 and 2.

variance are the position of gesture apex in the TCU and the
type of co-occurring IU (minor or major) for dimension 1, and
the type and intonation contour for the IU located before ges-
ture apex as well as the presence/absence of pitch reset in the
co-occurring IU for dimension 2. The type (minor vs major)
and intonation contour of the IUs that follow gesture apices, the
presence/absence of a pause after their co-occurring IUs as well
as the presence/absence of a focal accent on the co-occurring
IUs do not contribute to any of the two dimensions. These vari-
ables were therefore not taken into account in the rest of the
analysis.

The graph in Figure 4 below presents the storytellers of the
three languages in three different squares of the two-dimension
plot issued by the Multiple Correspondence Analysis (MCA).
The prosodic features in each square are the ones which corre-
late the most with each language and gesture palm orientation.
The figure presents our results for the 6 speakers involved in the
study, with negligible variation between speakers inside each
language group, despite variation in the contents of the stories.
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The French storytellers are represented in the bottom left
square of the plot. Their most frequent gesture orientations are
the palm-toward-self and palm-up gestures, which are generally
performed in the middle of the TCU with typically no pitch reset
after the IU they are aligned with. The co-occurring IU is a
minor one with a flat or rising F0 contour while the contour of
the preceding IU is also flat.

The Kabyle storytellers are shown in the upper right
square of the plot. Their preferred hand orientation is the palm-
away gesture, but they also perform quite a few palm-down
hand gestures (an orientation shared with the Americans). They
align the gestures preferentially with the end of the TCU (al-
though this correlation is weak), and with a pitch reset on the
following IU. The contour of the major IUs they accompany is
either a rise fall (RF) or a simple fall (F), while the preceding
IU has a fall rise (FR) contour.

The American storytellers are represented in the upper
left square of the plot. Their preferred gesture orientation is
the palm-on-side, although, as stated above, they also perform
quite a few palm-down gestures. Their gestures are aligned
with the beginning of the TCU and the IUs they accompany are
typically preceded by a pause (especially audible breathing but
other pause types are present as well). The contour of these IUs
is most often a fall rise (FR) and they are uttered with a pitch
reset, while the contour of the preceding major IUs is a rise fall
or a fall.

5. Discussion and conclusions
What the results presented in the previous section shows is that
while the five gesture forms under study are all performed by
the speakers of the three languages in their tales, they are not
recurrent to the same degree. The Americans show a strong
preference for the palm-on-side gesture, performed at the begin-
ning of the TCU, in a minor IU preceded by a pause and uttered
with a falling rising tone, that indicates more is to come. The
function of this gesture as presented in section 2 is to delimit
a segment of speech from the preceding information unit and
adding new narrative events. The speakers here do not express
any particular stance on the content of their speech.

On the contrary, the French preferentially perform the
palm-up gesture in the middle of the TCU, in synchronization
with a minor IU uttered with a flat or rising contour. This also
indicates that the TCU is still incomplete at the moment the ges-
ture is performed, but the fact that the gesture apex is aligned
with the middle of the TCU (typically corresponding to the rhe-
matic/new part of the information) shows that it is this part of
the information that is highlighted by the gesture, although no
focal accent is present. What the gesture adds to the speech
content is therefore not so much some additional prominence
to speech items, but the presentation of the information to the
listener for inspection. The fact that the French also use more
palm-toward-self gestures – although in a much smaller propor-
tion – also shows that the telling activity is conceived as sharing
a tale between audience and storyteller, and not simply focusing
on the succession of events.

The Kabyle storytellers perform the palm-away and palm-
down gestures aligned with the end of TCUs, in major IUs ut-
tered with a rise fall or a fall and followed by a pitch reset.
Contrary to the findings described in section 2 which regularly
associate those two gestures with negation, they do not co-occur
with negative clauses in the Kabyle tales presented here. Their
co-occurrence with TCU endings and (rise-)fall contours indi-
cate that they are associated to some degree of finality, either

in stance, or in narrative organization. A more precise study of
the pragmatic and semantic contents of the IUs they co-occur
with is under way, but their general frequency, compared to the
French and the Americans’ gesture profile, evokes a culture-
specific stance towards storytelling not found in the other two
languages, despite the fact that all six stories are broadly com-
parable (third-person fictional narratives). Indeed, while the
Americans and French share a common culture based on oral
transposition of written texts in a way that favors individual
style and performance, and allows for considerable variation in
contents, the Kabyle storytellers are non-literate speakers per-
forming within a still vibrant oral tradition in which it is very
important that the tales be transmitted in a form that is highly
coded, and much less individual than in the Western tradition.
In that tradition, tales are introduced by a formula that under-
lines the role of the storyteller as a vessel through which the
tale is transmitted: “May my tale be beautiful, may it come out
like a woven ribbon”. The rhythmical delivery, the set formulas,
and a series of prosodic forms (such as complex pauses involv-
ing audible breath intakes as shown in [22]) work like a mu-
sical piece, thus sustaining memorization and performance, as
well as the passing-on of elements of culture. Expanding on the
functions so far found in the literature for the palm-away ges-
ture, all involving some kind of distanciation, or ‘refusal to take
responsibility’ (section 2 and [11, p. 169]), that gesture (and to
a certain extent the palm-down gesture) can therefore be seen as
ways of expressing some form of non-individual stance-taking.
When those gestures do not co-occur with a character’s indi-
vidual dismissal or rejection in reported dialogue, their function
is in most cases to express that the storytellers are not the in-
dividual authors of those tales and that they are passing on the
stories following a tradition that goes beyond their individual
performance.

This study thus showed different cultural uses of recurrent
gestures and opens up an avenue of research in cultural gesture
studies. For instance, it would be interesting to compare the
use of the gesture palm orientations by speakers of more lan-
guages and cultures in various speech genres, but even when
remaining in the realm of traditional storytelling in the same
languages, it would still be interesting to compare the perfor-
mance of speakers of different varieties. Do Canadian French
and British speakers, for instance, perform the same types of
gestures as people speaking the same language, or have they
adopted the gesture habits of their geographical neighbors? Are
the gestures performed by our two Kabyle women specific to
the particular language in which the tales are delivered or do
they share their recurrent gestures with people speaking differ-
ent languages in other oral cultures? Lastly, the study conducted
here involved six women and one may wonder if men perform
the same types of gestures as well or if the gestures are gen-
dered.
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